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Detailed Description of the Collection:

**B1/F1**

.1 – Sunset on Bering Straight, c. A. Eide, The Eskimos [Indigenous Alaskans] on Little Diomede tell time by the setting sun on Big Diomede [silhouettes of people looking across the ocean to Big Diomede Island at sunset]

.2 – Winter in Nome, 1934 [homes mostly buried by snow except for roofs and smokestacks, dogsled in front yard of one house, shovels and skis stuck upright in snow]

.3 – Copyright 1906, Lomen Bros, Nome, #131, Nome Beach 1900 [Tents, boats, power poles, logs, men and women on beach at shoreline]

.4 – Mendenhall Glacier [sic] from the air 14 miles north of Juneau, Alaska [view of Mendenhall Glacier, Mendenhall River, and tidal areas]

.5 – Fair Way Rock. 8 miles south of Diomede Islands in Bering Sea. A bird heaven. I took this as we left for Nome, 1917 [View from ship of flat-topped rock island surrounded by sea]

.6 – Sheldon or Eielson’s tourist camp, 60 miles from Mt. McKinley Hotel. 1946 was last year of occupation. There is another camp 90 miles in the park [cabins, outhouse, cache, and larger buildings on bench of land with Denali in background]

.7 – Mount McKinley from Eielson Camp. 20,300 ft. high. Highest mountain in North America [building and machinery at Eielson overlook at Denali National Park, man in foreground, Denali in background]

.8 – Igloo at Pt. Barrow, 1920, Eide Photo [sod and wooden structures with smokestacks and window, partially buried in tundra. Driftwood in front of structure]

.9 – c. Arthur Eide, Nome, after a big storm. We tried to save the city. 1934 [men placing sand bangs and timber barriers at water front, while waves hit the shore]

.10 – Nome, Alaska, from Sandspit, Lomen Bros., Nome, #725, JSP 1098 (?), A land where a man does not have to worry over aproaching [sic] old age. These 65 years [sic] old boys don’t have to go to the inform [sic] home or the poorhouse! Where aproaching [sic] old age has no terror! Winter in Nome, 1915. [Snow drifted buildings. People in furs walking across the snow]

.11 – Everybody visit [sic] on the R.C. Bear (Revenue Cutter Bear). The Eskimos was [sic] not allowed forward so trading in ivory, furs, and slippers was done “aft.” [Indigenous Alaskans in furs, sailors, and officers on deck of ship]

.12 – The biggest steak I ever saw. This is a whale steak on the beach at Pt. Barrow 192~. Eide Photo [Indigenous Alaskans standing around portion of butchered whale]

.13 – Miles, 470, First Lap family from Tromso, Norway–1898–in Teller, Alaska [Adult and two children wearing traditional Lapland clothing, seated in front of log cabin. One child is holding small dog]


.15 – Eskimo mothers and their children, Pt. Barrow [Indigenous Alaskan women and children in fur parkas gathered together. Nellie Panigeo sitting 3rd from left. Isabel (Mrs. Roy) Amagoak, 4th from left]
.16 – The camp. Two men watch for whales while the crew sleeps. 8 miles out of Pt. Barrow, 1921, Eide foto [sic] [White tent, sled, shelter, harpoons and skin boat at whaling camp. Two men dressed in white sitting on sled]

.17 – Lomen Bros., Nome c., He took the seal home in the back of his kayak. Here are a kayak, snowshoes, a sealskin floater, a spear, a boat hook, floating ice cakes, and an Eskimo hunter. Can you find them all? [Indigenous Alaskan hunter wearing fur parka stands on ice with harpoon in hands next to dead seal and skin kayak]

.17a – Native [Indigenous Alaskan] with kayak and seal, Nome [duplicate of .17]

.18 – Eskimo dance, Lomen Bros. Nome #3, This Eskimo is acting out a story in a dance. Notice the queer flat drums [Indigenous Alaskan men with skin drums are seated against a boat while another man in furs is dancing. Man and children are watching]

.19 – [restricted because of sensitive content]
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.20 – Copyright 1903 by Lomen Bros., Nome, #118, Eskimo from coast of Seward Peninsula [young Indigenous Alaskan man pictured in fur and fabric kuspuk]

.20a – Eskimo [Indigenous Alaskan] from coast of Seward Peninsula, 1903 [small duplicate of .20]

.21 – Lomen Bros. Nome. A close view of an Eskimo [Indigenous Alaskan] woman fishing for spider crab. Her boots. The wrinkles are bit [sic] with her teeth. They are made by herself. In fact, everything she wears is made by her except the buckle in her belt. By a close study of her fishline you will see how they knit them. Mrs. Mattfeldts giving this [woman with baby in her parka hood is holding a crab which she has caught from a fishing hole in the ice]


.23 – The old snow shoe maker. Although snowshoes are not as important to the Eskimo as his famous spear, he knows there are times when he could not get along without them. Lomen Bros, Nome, 1907 [Indigenous Alaskan man strings a snowshoe]

.24 – Kingickamute Tom-Tom players in ceremonial costume [regalia]. Cape Prince of Wales, Alaska, Eskimo of Alaska, Lomen Bros. #190, The Eskimo men punch holes through their lower lips and insert ivory buttons which are inlaid with colored beads [two Indigenous Alaskan male drummers wearing headdresses and labrets]

.25 – c. Arthur Eide, Pt. Barrow, 1921 [Indigenous Alaskan man, woman, child and dogs at camp on tundra. Skins are drying on racks, seal skin float and dogsled are in the background. Tinted]

.26 – The first school in Port Clarence where Sheldon Jackson began experimenting with reindeer. Mr. Brevig is in the middle of the group. This picture was taken 25 years ago. 1897. Arthur Eide. Port Clarence. [Children and adults posed in front of school]

.27 – “Reindeer dine in the great open places. Anna Kadlalooks father and Opilla was [sic] the first reindeer owner in Pt. Barrow. 1894.” A. Eide. Reindeer. [Herd of reindeer grazing in the snow]
.28 – c. A.E. Takak and family come home from egging and gathering sweet and sour grass. Diomede Is. 1917. Eskimos, Little Diomede Island. [Indigenous Alaskan family standing in front of building]


.30 – [restricted because of sensitive content]

.31 – [restricted because of sensitive content]

.32 – Rebuilding Chief Kozinga’s igloo after his death. Notice whale jaws are used for rafters. Diomede Is. [Men work to build underground house along the shore. Dog in foreground]

.33 – My interpreter ‘Johny’ is star performer. Jumping over the seal pook while in the air. 1921 Barrow. [Man is leaping high in the air above skin “blanket” held by several other people. He is jumping over seal poke. Photo same as B1970.28.266]

.34 – He lost his leg in the ice—made his crutches and does as well as anyone. Pt. Barrow, A. Eide. [Indigenous Alaskan man standing on shore with crutches. Smoking a pipe with paddle and basket in foreground]

.35 – At Wainwright we met 2 dancing polar bears. They are trained by very pasiant [sic] Eskimo. Polar Bears skinds [sic] were used by the Eskimos [Indigenous Alaskans] in ansiant [sic] times as garments when hunting on the Polar ice. This was perfect camouflage. [Two polar bear cubs are held by cables while a man holds a piece of fish or meat out to them. Alaska Native women and a Caucasian man stand in the background]


.38 – Cape Prince of Wales in early 1900. We find traveling a little hard. The pack ice has met an obstruction and it has made a barrier miles long standing the ice on end. This dog team is resting after a hard pullover the ice. Would you like to travel over this kind of ...? Lomen Bros. picture. [Two men, sled, and dog team are stopped in front of large pressure ridge of ice]

.39 – Lomen Bros, Nome, #55, Eskimo Belle, Cape Prince of Wales, Ak. When the men were young they trade wives. [Indigenous Alaskan woman with long wavy hair and beaded headband]
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.40 – How high is up? Nalukatak blanket tossing in Pt. Barrow—these exercise offer splendid recreations and teach perfect control. A. Eide foto. [Person being tossed in the air by people holding the skin blanket. Nalukataq]

.41 – Whale hunters sleep in their clothes using a walrus hide for a matras [sic]. Barrow, 1921. A. Eide foto. [Men sleeping under a tent on the ice]
.42 – c. A.E. #34, After the day is done. The people of Little Diomede take it easy with talks of many things. High up on the island are many fox holes, caves, and tranches [sic] that was [sic] used in anant [sic] times when the war-like Eskimo [Indigenous Alaskan] from Cape Prince of Wales came over and robbed the meat caches. Then the whole population fled from the village and hid from their neighbor. [People and dogs gathered on the beach overlooking the ocean.]

.43 – 108 year old Pt. Barrow woman, 1921, A. Eide foto. [Indigenous Alaskan female elder with skin parka and mukluks standing in front of dog tied to post.]

.44 – Lomen Bros. #739, A Malemute chorus. Taken outside of Nome, Alaska, 1907. [Two people on sled hooked to a team of malamute dogs who appear to be howling.]

.44a – [Small duplicate of .44 slipped behind the sleeve containing .44]


.48 – Koodlalook, Eskimo woman, N...Eide hat. [Indigenous Alaskan woman in hat wearing long elaborate fur parka trimmed in white fur. Tinted]

.49 – Laying out harness for mail dog team at Pt. Barrow only 3 mails per year. 1921. A. Eide foto [Sled loaded with freight. Men arranging harnesses for dogs. Wooden buildings in background]

.50 – Ready to start from Barrow school house. 1921. 300 miles to Hatchebelleo (?) and all alone with his dogs. [Dog sled loaded with freight. People attaching dogs to sled harnesses.]


.53 – To Arthur-World Traveler and One grand guy [signed] Eddie Peabody, Yeamans—Detroit, Food n’ Fun, Proudly Presents, Eddie Peabody, The Banjo King [Poster advertising concert]

.54 – The pack ice is braking [sic] miles from Barrow. I was on my skies [sic], 1921, A. Eide [Break in the sea ice showing long section of open water]

.55 – Big Diomede from Little Diomede, 2 miles across. International line goes in the center of Bering Straight [sic]. Here one has two dates—Sunday on one side, Monday on the other. Eide foto [Waves breaking, large landmass shrouded in clouds in background]

.56 – c. Arthur Eide. Whale boats in pack ice with a whale in tow, out of Pt. Barrow [Line of boats on the horizon, ice in foreground with open ledes, horizon with low clouds]
.57 – c. Arthur Eide. Big Diomede is only 2 miles away from Little Diomede [Cropped duplicate of .55]
.58 – As we landed at Barrow January 22, 1948. One gambler, one minister, and the rest of us just a lot of adventurers, A. Eide [Men standing on ice in front of Alaska Airlines propeller plane with “The Starliner” written across the fuselage]
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.60 – Mr. and Mrs. Cafbe (?) in kitchen on Little Diomede Is. 1917 [Two women, three children, and one man seated around a bookshelf and desk inside a home]
.62 – I had to shovel the ice from the windows after the blizzard, 1916, A. Eide. [Man standing in front of ice-coated building shoveling the window. Barrel and cart with tub attached in foreground]
.63 – Out on ice in Pt. Barrow, 1921, going after whale meat, A. Eide, foto [People, dogs, and sleds out on the ice]
.65 – c. A. Eide. P-1600, 30 ft. tide, Anchorage, Alaska [Postcard of shoreline, buildings, boats, and docks surrounded by high waters]
.66 – Photograph approved by theater censor A.D. McKinley Park Depot and Hotel, B-16 [Postcard of hotel buildings and railroad depot and McKinley Park]
.67 – Str. Buford Taku Glacier–Alaska, 7-29-23, By W.F. Durfee, Auburn, Calif. S.S. Buford commanded by Captain L.L. Lane on an Arctic cruise July 20th to September 8th, 1923. She was the largest ship to ever enter the Arctic Ocean going 70 degrees 5 minutes north, 177 degrees 42 minutes W. and 1215 miles from the Pole [Large ship in front of glacier, with “San Francisco Chamber of Commerce” written on its side]
.68 – Pt. Barrow Village, 1920 [Duplicate of .52]
.68a– Pt. Barrow, Alaska, 1921 [Duplicate of .68 and .52]
.69 – Methodist Church in Nome, Alaska–1915–A. Eide [Church with people on front steps beside another structure that says, “…Children’s Home”]
.70 – S.S. Aleutian, Seward, Alaska [Postcard, Resurrection Bay, Seward dock, steamship, railroad track, buildings and people, mountains in background]
.71 – P-1619, Eskimo walrus hunters, Pt. Barrow blanket tossing [Indigenous Alaskans gathered on beach getting ready to toss women up with skin blanket]
.72 – P-1611, Alaska dog team, c. A. Eide. Pt. Barrow, 1922, Mrs. Eide in background, 2 teachers from Wainwright, Alaska [Postcard, people, dogs, and dog team on the ice]
.73 – My church in 1920-21, Pt. Barrow, congregation 600 [People posed in front of large church with steeple]
.74 – [No photo. Number never assigned?]
.75 – Leonard Seppala’s Siberians–1967–just passed at 89 [dog team, sled and driver on trail across tundra]
.76 – P-1603 Providence Hospital–Anchorage, Alaska, c. A. Eide., 1940 [Large hospital with cross on roof, surrounded by lawns, trees in foreground]
.77 – Mt. McKinley forest (sic) cabin, 1946, No. 2 is Leif Stronder (?), No. 3 is (?) Hazen [Three men standing in front of log and stone structure with sign stating, Administration Building, Denali National Park]
.78 – Lake Spenard, Alaska, Anchorage [People swimming in lake, sailboat, barrels marking swim area, boardwalk leading to floating dock with platform for diving. Two soldiers walking out to the dock]
.79 – Mt. McKinley, 1946. A. Eide [View of Denali with pitched roof of buildings in foreground]
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.80 – With the best of holiday wishes, c. Arthur Eide. SS Maude arriving in Nome from Norway—....Roald Amundsen was trying to sail north to the pole–1920–when he was not trying to save the....in Spitsbergen. I gave the memorial service in San Francisco, 1928. A. Eide. [Postcard with steamship and holiday greeting]
.81 – A group of teachers in Nome. [Three men and two women standing in front of school playground with school buildings in background]
.82 – The Methodist centennial, part of my show, June-July, 1919 [Writing on back of photo cut off, photographer unknown]
.83 – [Photo missing] Mr. Hadly (sic), Mrs. Eide, Mrs. Hawkesworth (?), and Mr. Steffanson [sic]–1911 Arthur Eide. For names see Stefansson, My life with the Eskimos, p. 52
.86 – The Cliff Dwellers of the North, Eskimo [Indigenous Alaskan] Settlement, King Island, Bering Sea, Alaska, c. Lomen Bros, Nome, #905. There are only a few islands in the north of Alaska. These are however populated with the best hunters of the Eskimo [Indigenous Alaskan people]. They dig holes in the side of the hills and built underground log houses called “igloos.” The outbuilding (sic) are mostly built from walrus skins and driftwood suports (sic). Here is stored hunting hear and missilannious (sic) household goods. In large frames all over the village can be seen walrus skins which have been split in two and stretched (sic) out to dry. King Island has furnished the US Army with several fine soldiers. [Hillside with structures on stilts, drying racks, and paths leading between them]
.87 – [Cut out picture of Indigenous Alaskan mother with tattooed face wearing traditional furs, mukluks, and beads with baby in hood and carrying basket and cup. Writing on back has been cut away]
.88 – Thanksgiving Day at 183 hospital–Eide cutting the turkey for name–winner got a free telephone conversation home to Philadelphia. [Woman in uniform, several men gathered around a constructed turkey with Arthur Eide reaching into the turkey and handing a slip of paper to man with crutches]
1949–2 plains [sic] left Anchorage for a day in Pt. Barrow. [Men dancing in middle of an indoors gathering of Pt. Barrow residents, some drumming and singing]

.91 – Ice jam at mouth of Snake River, Nome, Alaska. Lomen Bros. Nome, #776, Ice on Snake River in Nome, 1922 [Large ice bergs on water at Nome pier. Buildings in background including one with sign that says Valhalla]

.92 – Lake Spenard, Alaska, 1940 [Aerial view of Lake Spenard and Lake Hood showing the channel between the two lakes, and road extending around Lake Spenard and to the south end of Lake Hood]

.93 – Ice on beach in Nome, #724, Ice on beach in Nome, 1922 [Ice stacked on shore with buildings in the background–North American, John J. Sesnon Co., Beau Mercantile and others]

.94 – Arriving at Resurrection Bay near Seward, 1939, Eide [View of bay from deck of sailing ship, mountains in background]

.95 – Alaska Railroad near Girdwood, Alaska, 1946 [Winter scene of train trellises and tracks at the base of mountains. Two copies, one in collection, one in photo file]

.96 – c. Arthur Eide. Cold storage plant at Sitka [Sitka dock with boats, and large Sitka Cold Storage facility, town buildings in background]

.97 – 1920-1921, Presbyterian Hospital. I worked in and had charge of for a year, Pt. Barrow., A. Eide. [Hospital buildings, flag pole, with American flag flying]

.98 – Goldstines (?) store on fire in Juneau, 1938–This was supposed to be fire prof. (sic), A. Eide [Fire burning through roof of building. Smoke rising into the sky. Other buildings in foreground]
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.100 – Me in center, York Right Chapter in Anchorage. 1944–Shrine Ceremonial, Photo by D.C. Knudson, Shrine Ceremonial, “Smile with Nile,” The Shrine Ceremonial Will Commence, Saturday, Sept. 11, 1 P.M. At the Masonic Temple. All candidates must be present at that time, Second Session Will Commence at 7:30 p.m. at Community Hall, All nobles invited. Dinner – Dance, Sunday Evening at 7 P.M. Sept. 12th at Ambassador Club. All Nobles and Ladies Are Invited to Attend and “Smile With Nile,” “Wear Your Fez,” [Men in military and Shriners' uniforms with banner in background. A. Eide in center of picture]

.101 – Mendenhall Glazier [sic] near Juneau is very beautiful. Out of Juneau 1938, A. Eide, foto [Women standing on ice in front of a glacial pond at foot of the glacier]

.102 – The author, dressed as Medicine Man, at Methodist sentennial [sic] in Columbus, Ohio, 1914. [Man with face paint, head band and beads, dressed in animal skin shirt and mukluks. Same photo as B70.28.219]

.103 – At our home in Seattle, 1919, Margaret, Sheldon, and Arthur Eide [Two small children holding infant]
104 – L to R, John Dimond, Father B.R. Hubbard, Nicholas Cavaliere, 1936, Taku Ice Cap–Alaska. [Men with camera and climbing equipment on glacier]
105 – I serenade my son Arthur in the work room on Little Diomede Is.–1917–I still have the guitar. A. Eide. [Eide and young son sit across from each other at small table. Phonograph with records lies between them on the table. Shelves of books and other objects in the corner of the room. Window behind them]
106 – On gold beach in Nome, 1922. Simrock [sic] Charley and Johnson (?), 1922. [Two men sitting on ocean beach with clothing, papers and equipment, Charley Antasarlook. Tinted]
107 – [restricted because of sensitive content]
108 – [restricted because of sensitive content]
109 – 108 year old in blanket tossing–1921–Pt. Barrow. [Woman getting ready to be tossed up in the air on a blanket held by other people]
110 – The author and his lady friend at Pt. Barrow, Alaska. She was 108 years old. Died at 112 years old. A. Eide. [Eide holding the arm of an elderly woman in front of a building. Both are dressed in fur parkas]
111 – Going up. Blanket tossing at Barrow–1921. A. Eide. [Woman tossed high in the air by blanket held by people, tethered to posts. Building with American flag flying in the background]
113 – White school teachers interested in polar bear cub. 1920. [Three Caucasian men, polar bear cub, and Indigenous Alaskan women on the tundra. Skin drying racks in background]
114 – Arctic babies. c. A. Eide. These were sold to Seattle sue [zoo]. Later one died and the other committed suicide by drowning. A. Eide foto (sic), 1920. [Two captive polar bear cubs with collars and possibly chains]
117a – After church service in Pt. Barrow–1921. I was pastor here for a year. A. Eide. [Photographer with tripod setting up before two groups of people in front of church and other buildings]
117b – After church services in Pt. Barrow, 1921. [Smaller duplicate of 117a].
118 – Pt. Barrow Sunday school, 1921. [Large group of children with some adults posing in front of church]
119a – Pt. Barrow Sunday school teachers. I had to teach them. c. Arthur Eide. [Indigenous Alaskan adults and one baby seated on bench in front of church. Seated right to left: Johnny Aiken, Roy Ahmagoak, ...Hopson, Ben Tagaroook, Lucy Aiken, and ... Sitting on ground: ...., Roscoe Max]
119b – Pt. Barrow Sunday school teachers [Smaller duplicate of 119a]
.120 – Village of Little Diomede taken from top of Island, 1500 ft. – 1947. Radar is being erected here. Eide. [Buildings along the shoreline at base of mountain. Ocean and ice in background]

.121 – Ball game at Barrow after church. A. Eide –1921–[People gathered on ice playing game. Houses in background and large building in foreground]


.124 – Sitka, former Russian Capetal [sic] up to 1867 when the U.S.A paid $7.200.000 to Russia for Alaska. A dead volcano–Mt. Edgecomb [sic] in distance. Here is located one of three industrial schools in Alaska for Indians and Eskimo [Indigenous people]. These schools was [sic] was sponsored by Arthur Eide. 1924. [View of Sitka town, harbor, surrounding islands, and Mt. Edgecumbe in the background]


.126 – Ice in front of Nome, Alaska, 1922. Eide foto [sic] [Ice blocks along shoreline in front of Nome. Buildings and boats along the beach]

.127 – Nome orcestra [sic] after the fire in Nome 1935. I am the drummer. [Conductor and orchestra playing outdoors on a field in Nome]

.128 – I took a long walk out on the pack ice on my skies. The 8th wonder of the world. A. Eide. [Ski tracks on snow on pack ice. Open ocean in background]


.130b – First landing of troops at Anchorage, 1941 [Smaller duplicate of 130a]


.132 – York Rite officers and members on top of Masonic Temple at Anchorage, Alaska, 1945, Eide [Men in Masonic regalia posing on rooftop overlooking Cook Inlet and downtown Anchorage buildings]

.133 – 3 of us. [Three men in Masonic regalia on rooftop]

.134 – Eugene Barton gets the ticket. [Blindfolded woman handing an object to man with his eyes clothes standing in front of microphone. Large trash can in foreground. Other men standing and watching. Christmas tree in background]
135 – I gave the Anchorage Shrine Club a lot which we raffled out. Made $1700.00. Then we bought a Cadillac and made $5000.00. Now we are drawing the winning ticket. [Two people are bending into a large trash can. Man is speaking into a microphone. Others are standing and watching]

136 – Providence Hospital in Anchorage 1940. I was the last man on building. A. Eide foto [sic]


139 – 4th of July, 1940, Anchorage, Hotel...A. Eide, foto [sic] [People on horseback in front of three-story building in downtown. Spectators lining the sidewalks]
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140 – The winner a young couple from Ft. Richardson, A. Eide. [Soldier in uniform with his wife standing in front of several Shriners accepting an object from a man in front of microphone. Adults and young people gathered around the couple.]

141 – Alaska Air Depot, G48-28 16. All officers are from Ft. Richardson, Anchorage, Alaska. Official Photograph U.S. Air Force [Uniformed officers at table. One standing and giving a speech]


.153 – Alaska Air Depot, G48-28 7, Official Photograph U.S. Air Force [Members of various military services standing behind table with ski tournament trophies]


.155 – Mikinnie Kow-Kow, Lomen Bros. Nome #92, Good Milk [Alaska Native woman with tattooed chin nursing two children on her lap]

.156 – After the fire at Duuglas [sic], 1938 [Aerial view of Douglas with several blocks razed by fire. Gastineau Channel, city of Juneau, and AJ Mine in background]


.158 – Sheldon Jackson Eide, born in Seattle, Wsh [sic], April 25, 1919. Died in Point Barrow, Alaska Jan. 21, 1921. He was the delight [sic] of our home and a shining JEWEL in our hearts. c. Arthur Eide [Child in jumper standing on blanket on walkway. Doll in foreground. Tinted]

.159 – Eskimo interpreter, Cape Prince of Wales. A. Eide [Portrait of Indigenous Alaska man in fur parka]

.160 – “Daughter of the Snows,” Lomen Bros., Nome #194, This is the daughter of a whaling Kaptain [sic] and a [sic] Eskimo [Indigenous Alaskan] woman. The Eskimo [Indigenous Alaskan] transplants very rapidly and loose [sic] almost all racial ceracteristics [sic] of their own race in about the third generation. [Young Indigenous Alaskan woman (half Norwegian) in pigtails wearing fur parka. Identified as Laura in another collection]

.161 – This cabin in Spenard about where the new Providence Hospital are [sic] located in Anchorage. George Renard and I was [sic] out there skiing. A. Eide. [Two men stand in front of a log cabin with sod roof. Skis are propped up on cabin, gun beside them, rabbit skin hangs from on ski pole. Arthur Eide (on right) is dressed in parka and mukluks holding a white cat. The other man is dressed in shirt, pants, and boots, looking down at the ground. Smoke rises from cabin chimney]


.163 – Lomen Bros. Nome, “Miyak” is fishing for crabs. How does she catch them? The crabs freeze solid just a few minutes after they are taken from the water. [Indigenous Alaskan woman carrying baby on her back pulls a crab out of a hole in the ice. She holds it by one leg. Several other crabs lie on the ice to the side of the hole. Mittens, stove, cooking supplies, and personal effects lie on the snow around her]

.164 – c. A.E. Taking skin boats out for whaling. Diomede Is. 1916. [Men carrying large skin boat on their shoulders. Children, dogs, adults, and log cabin are in the foreground and background. Sea ice and Big Diomede in background]

.165 – David Brower shows us how it is done. [Man in fur pants and parka dances inside Pt. Barrow building in the center of a crowd of children and adults. Men are singing and playing skin drums]
.166 – We all get in the dance. A. Eide. [Men and women dance together in center of the room as crowd of children and adults watch]

.167 – We flew to Pt. Barrow in 2 planes. 37 of Anchorage business people, 1940. Eskimo [Indigenous Alaskan] dance. A. Eide. [Man gestures to people in audience as he dances to singing and drumming]

.168 – Igloo in Pt. Barrow. 1920. Eide. [Man, woman, and child stand by a sod house with chimney. Household objects are stacked on top of the partially underground house. Woman stands on board walkway into door of house. Man holds a sheep horn in one hand]

.169 – Charley Sinrocks Station. House for 8 horses on 1st floor. Bunks on 2. cennls [sic] for 40 dogs and living quarters for travelers. This was my idea of an industrial school. 1922. Government approve [sic] $50,000.00 for 3 schools in 1924. One at Wrangel [sic], one at Eklutna and the 3 one at White Mt. East of Nome. A. Eide. [Two story log building with porch. Timbers, window frames, ladders, and canvas surrounding the structure]


.171 – Our school house at the first street on the Island, 1916. [Large wooden school with a stone pathway leading to it. Skin boat, stone fence, other wooden structures in the background. Dog sitting in foreground of picture]

.172 – Pt. Barrow whaling, 1920. [Two wooden boats (one with mast and flag) with Indigenous Alaskan whalers. Harvested whale between the boats with man standing on dead whale.]

.173 – A modern whaling station in the Aleutians. Now taken over by the Army. This was a Norwegian whaling station. Not active. [Men carve whale blubber in front of commercial processing facility]

.174a – Akutan whaling station. 1915. A. Eide. [Men carving whale blubber from body of whale. Processing facility in background. Man in foreground observing the workers]

174b – #5, its coming off both sides at once. Whale skin pulled off by steam power in Akutan. Arthur Eide. [Duplicate of #174a]

.175 – The first 14 foot boat to cross the Bering Sea. Arthur Eide. Mr. Eide crossed the Bering Strait from Diomede Island to Cape Prince of Wales July 6, 1917 to get food. Margarette was born July 1, 1917 and we had no grub in the house and there were [sic] no food to be bought on the island. I got into a storm and broke the mast, stalled the Evinrude, and swam a mile through the breakers with the boat under my arm. I landed 5 miles from the government school house and got there a little after 6 am. Had to stay there for 21 days when a skin boat from Siberia took me home. Mrs. Eide was alright and she was the happiest woman on the Isl. for everybody told her that I must surely have drowned in such a bad storm. [A child holding a paddle sits in the stern of a wooden and skin boat propped against a wooden building. A U.S. flag is attached to the stern of the boat]


.177 – Arctic watermelon party, Point Barrow, Alaska, midnight Aug. 13th 1921, Winter & Pond Co. Picture taken at Midnight in Pt. Barrow, Alaska, 1921--Sandy Smith second from left came overland and brought a water mellon [sic]. No. 1 from left seating [sic] Mrs. Jhensen, a former dog musher, No. 2 Alexander Malcolm Smith, 3. ?, Charley Brener 4, 5. Adams & Williams, 6. Arthur Eide, 7. ?, Standing from left: Mr. and Mrs. Blernfield, Mr. and Mrs. Hebsen, Mr. ?. He had left his family in New York for the gold fields. Took an Eskimo [Indigenous Alaskan] wife
and never returned to New York. Met a son of his first family in Anchorage. [People sitting and standing on boardwalk in front of wooden building holding watermelon slices]
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.180 – Lt. P.H. Ray, USA, Long. 156, 10’02”, SS 1881 1883, Lat. 71, 16’40”, I took this in 1920. I found this outside Charley Brower’s front step. Pt. Barrow, Alaska. [Flat stone marker with engraved or painted letters and numbers]

.181 – Valley of 10,000 Smokes [Valley, cinder cones, and ash with steam coming from the ground]

.182 – Kenai Lake, Alaska [Lake, shoreline, and mountain in the background]

.183 – Herd of reindeer in Teller that was brought in 1916 by Lomen Bros. [Large herd of reindeer on tundra]

.184 – A malamute who knew he was the leader of the team. [Dog with harness sitting on snow]

.185 – Alaska dog team. Anchorage, 1941. Back of my subdivision in Spenard. Arthur Eide [Woman on sled drawn by seven dogs]

.186 – A few hours hunting. I got my share. Out on Beluga Flats in Cook Inlet. 1941. Art. Eide [Ducks and geese strung by ropes on platform on deck of boat]

.187 – One day’s clean up at discount, Little Creek, Lomen Bros., Nome. #800, The gold in these four pans was cleaned up in one day. There is about $25,000 worth of gold in each pan. How much gold is there on the table? [Four metal pans filled with rocks sit on a table. Calendar that reads “Nome Nugget,” is on wall along with telephone. Sink in background. Chair with two hats hanging on back sits at table]

.188 – Metson Bench, Cape Nome Mining District, Alaska, Operated by Pioneer Mining Co., Lomen Bros., Nome, #1015, Aug. 1915, While I was waiting for our passage to Little Diomede. I was out here taking picture. Four men arrived and asked me what I was doing. When I opened my mouth and told them…..One of the owners asked me where I came from in Norway. He came from the same district and he invited me …a cleanup $100.000 [Mining pit with ore, sluice equipment, and workers]

.189 – The Eskimo [Indigenous Alaskans] are not ignorant any more. Modern schools are conducted all over Alaska. School Room on the Island. Arthur Jr. seems to be interested in the camera. [School room with children seated on chairs on floor. Girls are knitting, boys are using hand drills or knives working on wood. A woman is in the corner, baby in center of photo]

.190 – Koodlalook enjoyed fishing. She has done very well. 1916. Bering Straight [sic] [Woman with baby on her back fishing through hole in the ice. Several small fish are piled at her feet]

.191 – Pt. Barrow, 1921, Koodlalook. [Woman smiling in front of building]

.192 – Eskimo [Indigenous Alaskan] berry pickers, Nome, Alaska. Lomen Bros. Nome, #6, These boys have been out helping their mothers pick berries. The berries will be used in making real Eskimo pie. What do you suppose real Eskimo pies are made of? Reindeer fat, crushed ice, and
blueberries. These boys have been helping their mothers gather blueberries. [Three women and two boys stand on street holding buckets full of berries]

.193 – Double exposure of my family and Big Diomede Island, 1917. [Author, wife, and three children in skin boat on the water. Big Diomede Island is in background]

.194 – 1920-21. Presbyterian Hospital which I was supervising building as the Dr. and his wife and nurse departed on the S/S Herman, Nov. 1920. I was left in charge of the church and medical work. A tough year! From left to right–Presbyterian church, our home, and Hospital. Arthur Eide Photo. [Church and buildings on the tundra. Men working on hospital building]

.195 – A group of Anchorage York Rite Masons after funeral on the roof of the Masonic Temple, 1946. [Duplicate of .132]

.196 – On Little Diomede Island. When they are not hunting they dance. 30 degrees below, but who cares? Milliruak (?) and Ahkinga (?) stripped to the waist show us some fancy dancing in the school room. From left to right. Milliruak or “Spike,” Ahkinga, ...Medicine man Otaktok (?), Aganick, Suluck, Satak, Kaparce, Arthur Eide Photo, 1916. [Men dancing while other men sing and beat drums]

.197 – Satak comes home with part of a walrus. A long day and hard work. Ruff [sic] ice in the Strait and Big Diomede at the distance. [Man holding long poles/hooks pulls walrus meat behind him]

.198 – Diomede Island whalers, 1917. Otaktak and Medicine women blessing whale boat before it is take to open water. Smudge of fire in center of boat burns out all evil spirits. Arthur Eide Photo. [People gathered around boat on ice. Houses and hill in background]

.199 – Painting by Capt. Hurlin, formerly of Alaska Territorial Guard at Barrow. It depicts Major Muktuk Marston in 1942 on one of his many trips by dog team through the Arctic northland enlisting the Eskimos, Indians, and Aleuts in the Alaska Territorial Guard, the forerunner of today’s famed Alaska National Guard Scouts. Hello Arthur from Muktuk Alaska. Just returned from 5 weeks in Europe. How you doing on your Canadian home. Spent 13 years in Canada and would be there now except for World War II. Just located your add. Got long letter from you long ago. Muktuk Marston, Knik Arms Apt. [Giant Post card depicting man with military hat mushing a team of dogs across the ice. Tinted]

.200 – c. Arthur Eide, This is a successful whaling crew coming home in the middle of the night. Why is it daylight? 1921, Pt. Barrow, Arthur Eide Photo. [Nine small whaling boats with crews sail back to land]

.201 – Leaving Nome, 1935. After working in Nome after the fire in 1934. Ice all over the ship. Arthur Eide Photo [Ship deck, railing, ropes, and gear coated in ice. Tinted]

.202 – Village of Little Diomede and grave yard where I found wood for my boat, 1917, Arthur Eide Photo. [View of the village and sea from atop a hill]
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.203 – Diomede Island, No. 1 [Same as B1970.28.1]


.205 – [Child with two puppies]

.206 – [Same as B1955.3.310.54, Little Diomede Island shoreline viewed from above. Ice floating in water]
.207 – [Little Diomede Island (?) homes, stone walls, boat on wooden platform]
.208 – [Graveyard on Little Diomede Island (?) viewed from hill above. Rocky slope and houses below on shore, Same as photo B1970.2.202 and B1955.3.310.52]
.209 – [Men in boats carving harvested whale with long-handled knives. Same as B1955.3.310.39]
.210 – [Nome street scene getting ready for dog sled relay race. Dog team, handlers, people watching on street in front of Hotel Sheldon]
.212 – c. AE 19 [Same as B1955.3.310.12. Little Diomede beach]
.213 – AE 38 [Same as B1955.3.310.1, ship with Big Diomede Island in background]
.215 – [Same as B1970.28.5 Fairway Rock]
.216 – [Same as B1970.28.84, The Real American]
.217 – [Indigenous people in traditional dress assembled for group photo]
.218 – [Indigenous man and child in traditional dress posed on a horse]
.219 – [Same as B1970.28.102]
.220 – [Indigenous people posed in front of teepee]
.221 – [Arthur Eide standing between a Indigenous man and woman]
.221a – [Unknown location. Building, lawn, trees, and mountains in background]
.222 – [Unknown location. Building, lawn, trees, and people]
.223 – [Mrs. Eide and children on train or bus]
.225 – [Indigenous Alaskan woman and children in traditional dress seated in front of building]
.226 – [Three Eide children sitting on a platform]
.227 – [Child and police office on a horse]
.228 – [Eide daughter riding horse led by an adult]
.229 – [Indigenous Alaskan woman and children in traditional dress seated in front of building]
.230 – [Two children feeding husky puppies]
.231 – [Indigenous Alaskan whaling crew of three small boats towed by one larger boat]
.232 – [Mr. and Mrs. Eide and their three children in front of buildings. July 1920]
.233 – [Same as B1970.28.227]
.234 – [Photo taken from boat of village and hills. Little Diomede (?)]
.235 – [Same as B1970.28.103]
.236 – [Mrs. Eide pushing child in cart]
.237 – [Eide child standing in front of a cart holding a box or suitcase. Aug. 1923]
.238 – [Man posed with three Eide children]
.239 – [People loading or unloading ship from barge]
.240 – [People loading or unloading lumber from dock to barge]
.241 – [Same as B1970.28.61]
.242 – [Men on deck of steamship]
Six children as they appeared in 1897 going to _____ with Dr. Sheldon Jackson. Mrs. Eide standing at left. Reproduced from old photo. AE. Children’s names Coogidlore, Tunasock, Lablok, Esanetuck, Annebuck, Koklekuk.
Church in Barrow
Pulpit inside church
People gathered on ice outside church in Barrow
People, dogsled, and dog team in front of building in Barrow
People, dogsled loaded with freight, dog team on the ice
1922, Still a smile! [Four adults and child in parkas and mukluks standing on ice]
1922, Still a smile! [Mrs. Eide and two other people in parkas and mukluks standing in snow]
1922, Still a smile! [Same as B1970.28.72, Mrs. Eide in background, 2 teachers from Wainwright, Alaska]
1922, Still a smile! [Mrs. Eide and four other adults in parkas and mukluks]
1922, Still a smile! [Mrs. Eide and two other adults in parkas and mukluks]
Similar to B1970.28.118. Pt. Barrow Sunday school, 1921
Same as B1970.28.119a, Pt. Barrow Sunday school teachers
People sitting on lumber pile next to railroad tracks. Location unknown
Indigenous Alaskan people assembled on tundra. Caucasian man, possibly Arthur Eide, with pea coat standing in forefront of picture. Barrow
Four children standing on snow in front of building with open door
Indigenous Alaskan people assembled on tundra in front of church. Caucasian man, possibly Arthur Eide, with pea coat standing in forefront of picture. Barrow
People gathered in front of church, Barrow
Fenton Tigalook family with photographer
Men with shovels standing behind church
Same as B1970.28.64, Where ignorance is bliss, “....in Pt. Barrow.”
Indigenous people dressed in regalia in front of campfire
Same as B1970.28.33, Jumping over the seal pook while in the air. 1921 Barrow.
Man on beach with boat and animal skins drying on racks
Men on beach with materials. Small boat near shore, larger boat docked off shore
Missing
Two men in kayak next to large ship
Two men in kayak
Men in double hulled oar boat near beach loaded with goods. Taking material to or from larger boat
Husky dog nursing puppies on porch of house
Mrs. Eide and two Eide children beside house
Mr. Eide and two Eide children beside house
Eide children sitting on ground beside house. Boy is holding bow and arrow. Girl is holding doll
.277 – Bert and Nellie Panigeo. [Man on ladder working on outside of house. Woman sits outside at sewing machine with large piece of fabric]
 .279 – R to L: Jim Allen, Charles Brower, Fred Hopson, and unidentified man. [Men posed on boardwalk in front of building]
 .280 – [Men standing in doorway of building. Beach and sailboat on shore in background]
 .281 – [Men constructing addition to building. White tents in foreground]
 .284 – [Woman, child, and dog standing on beach in front of a rack of hanging birds. Ocean, small boat, and shack in background]
 .285 – [Reindeer grazing on tundra in front of church and other building (Barrow ?)]
 .286 – [Women and children with loaded sled pulled by dog in front of wooden house or cabin. Man stands on porch]
 .287 – [Sailors aboard ship with packages of rolled up cloth or clothing]
 .288 – [Sailors aboard ship. Uniformed official is examining merchandise laid out on deck]
 .289 – [Same as B1970.28.11.] Everybody visit [sic] on the R.C. Bear (Revenue Cutter Bear).
 .290 – [Indigenous Alaskan women and child on beach. Women are washing clothes in metal tub. Pile of driftwood in background]
 .291 – [People sit beside tents and hanging racks. Men assemble dog sled]
 .292 – Fred Hopson. [Man with pipe holding camera. Indigenous Alaskan children sit in background]
 .293 – Fred. Hopson. 1920 [Man with pipe holds camera and takes picture]
 .294 – 1920 [Mrs. Eide with three Eide children in front of child’s playground with two other adults]
 .295 – 1920 [Two men and two children on board ship. Man on left holds a toy sailing ship in his hand]
 .296 – 1920 [People assemble dog sled while others sit beside tent in background pouring water from a pot]
 .297 – [Boats in bay. Village and mountains in background]
 .298 – [Freight stacked up at dock. Sailing ship “Olga” tied up dockside, other boats anchored in the water. People loading railway carts and sitting beside the railroad tracks]
 .299 – [Boats in the bay. Village in background on shore]
 .300 – [Whaling boats with flags from masts hauled out on shore]
 .301 – [Same as B1955.310.55] Another whaling camp ten miles out to sea. Upright boat used as kitchen. Upright boat on ice. White tent beside it]
 .304 – [Whaling boats sailing on the horizon]
 .305 – [Smaller duplicate of B1970.28.200] This is a successful whaling crew coming home in the middle of the night.
.306 – [Whaling boats with sails tied together end-to-end leaving or returning from a hunt]
.307 – [Members of whaling crew tending to lines between boats]
.308 – [Whaling boats lined up at sea]
.309 – [Two men sit on stack of whale or walrus meat]
.310 – [Indigenous Alaskan man and woman with child beside sleds, meat, metal tubs. Racks of drying skins and houses in background]
.311 – [Indigenous Alaskans seated on beach, near shelter/windbreak. Man holding skin drum. Flag pole with U.S. flag flying]
.312 – [Indigenous Alaskans gathered on beach. Whaling celebration (?). Man is tossed by people holding blanket. Several screens/windbreaks and boat tipped on side in background. Four flag poles flying U.S. and other flag]
.313 – [Indigenous Alaskan men loading materials onto a large sled beside a long windscreen]
.314 – [Indigenous Alaskan Elder seated with other people on ground behind windscreen]
.315 – [Indigenous Alaskan men, women, and children on beach, some eating pieces of what could be whale meat]
.316 – [Indigenous Alaskan Elder with bowed legs standing on ice near tethered sled dog]
.317 – 1921, in our home. [Mrs. Eide holding two puppies, one on each shoulder]
.318 – [Woman being tossed in the air by blanket toss. “Blanket” is tethered by ropes on two cross-beamed supports and held by people around the edges]
.319 – [Indigenous Alaskan woman with child in the hood of her parka. Location identified as Nome at AFN 2022.]
.320 – [Mrs. Eide, elderly woman, and another woman crouching on ground. Man with hat and mukluks in background]
.321 – [Women with children seated on the ground and standing. Dog in background. Location identified as North Slope, possibly Barrow, at AFN 2022.]
.322 – [Lucy Aiken posing with one child on shoulders and one standing beside her. Dog and tents in background]
.323 – [Person being poised to be tossed in blanket toss, surrounded by people grasping the blanket and others watching]
.324 – [Person being tossed in the air in blanket toss, surrounded by people grasping the blanket and others watching]
.325 – [Smiling young girl in fur-rimmed parka]
.326 – [Person being tossed in the air in blanket toss, surrounded by people grasping the blanket and others watching. Building and flag pole with U.S. flag flying in background]
.327 – [Person being tossed in the air in blanket toss, surrounded by people grasping the blanket. Flags flying on poles and strings in background]
.328 – [Person being tossed in the air in blanket toss, surrounded by people grasping the blanket and others watching]
.329 – [Person being tossed in the air in blanket toss, surrounded by people grasping the blanket and others watching]
.330 – [Person being tossed in the air in blanket toss, surrounded by people grasping the blanket. Flags flying on poles and strings in background]
.331 – [Reindeer browsing on tundra in graveyard. Buildings in background. Barrow (?)]
.332 – [Reindeer browsing on tundra next to body of water]
Large herd of reindeer on tundra

Reindeer browsing on tundra. Buildings in background

Child with sled and one with skis on large snow berm or ice fissure

Cora Ungarook and two children standing on ice with polar bear cub with collar chained to post

Four reindeer on beach. Buildings and hill in background

1921. Mrs. Eide sitting on ice with polar bear cub seated on her lap. Bear is chained to a post

1921. Arthur Eide at bottom of steps holding live duck (eider?) floating in puddle of water

1921. Mrs. Eide and child watching duck floating on puddle at bottom of wooden stairway

1921. Arthur Eide with camera and woman stand next to polar bear cub with collar chained to post

Winter scene of three-story wooden building (with scaffolding) under construction. Barrow Presbyterian Hospital (?)

View of inside of building with lumber and construction material stacked in corner

Same view of building as in B1970.28.342, with two children standing in doorway

Inside of building under construction or remodeling

Children standing on ice berm. Sled in background

Two women, child, and baby in doorway inside of building under construction

Table, pots, barrels and other supplies stacked in corner of room

Cooking stove, pots, and other cooking materials in kitchen. Ladder in corner of room

Snow seen from looking out a double-paned window

Stairway into attic of building. Light coming through window. Lumber stacked in corner

Inside of attic of building showing chimney and stacks of lumber

Men working on outside of building under construction. Barrow Presbyterian Hospital (?)

Men working on outside of building under construction. Barrow Presbyterian Hospital (?)

Men working on outside of building under construction. Barrow Presbyterian Hospital (?)

Outside of building under construction. Barrow Presbyterian Hospital (?)

Children playing in snow outside of building being constructed

Children playing on ice ridge/snow berm. Sled, skis, poles and adult woman in foreground

Children playing on ice ridge/snow berm. Sled, skis, poles and adult woman in foreground

Nearly completed Barrow Presbyterian Hospital

Nearly completed Barrow Presbyterian Hospital

Mrs. Eide, Ms. Dakin in nurse’s uniform, and four other people standing in front of steps of Barrow Presbyterian Hospital
.363 – [Dr. David Geist, Millie Geist, and child in fur parkas and mukluks standing on tundra in front of body of water]
.364 – [Melting snow, puddles, buildings, and tundra with ocean in background]
.365 – [White wooden building, similar smaller building in background. Flag pole with U.S. flag flying. Ship on the water in background]
.367 – [Sod houses with whale bone supports on tundra next to creek or slough. Wooden buildings scattered in background]
.368 – [Church surrounded by snow berms. Utility poles along street, other buildings, moose (?) lying on snow]
.369 – [restricted because of sensitive content]
.370 – [Cemetery with headstones fenced with animal (whale?) bones]
.371 – [restricted because of sensitive content]
.372 – [People lined up on ice. Cross in background]
.373 – [Elderly woman wearing fur parka sitting in front of wooden building]
.374 – [Same as B1970.28.107. Man with children and dog beside gravesite]
.375 – [restricted because of sensitive content]
.376 – [Same as B1970.28.108. Dead man’s valley]
.377 – [Man, woman, (Mr. and Mrs. Eide ?) and two dogs on deck beside lake. Watering can sits on bench]
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.378 – The start from Green River Station Wyoming, Sept. 12, 1909. [Five men, four dory boats on shore of river. Buttes in background]
.379 – Detail of rocks on left. Just below... [Desert landscape, buttes, tree-lined river shoreline]
.380 – Looking north from first camp. [Man in boat on shore. View of river canyon, and cliffs]
.381 – Low country north of Utah line Wasatch Range in distance. [Wide river, banks, vegetation on shoreline]
.382 – Flaming Gorge–Gateway to entire system of Canyons–just south of Utah line. [Boat with oarsman in middle of river]
.383 – Toe of Horseshoe Canyon. [Three boats with oarsmen on bend in river]
.384 – Anticlinal Fold at Sheep Creek looking downstream
.385 – In Red Canyon. [River bend between canyon walls]
.386 – In Red Canyon. Uinta Mountains in distance.
.387 – In Red Canyon “Ashley Falls” Galloway just coming through at left of large rock. [Large boulders midstream in river]
.388 – End of Swallow Canyon. [Two boats ashore at river bank in canyon]
.389 – Gateway of Lodore Canyon [Three boats entering canyon]
.390 – Lodore Canyon, Just inside Gateway
.391 – Lodore Canyon “Disaster Falls.” Compare this with illustration opposite page 27 in Powell’s “Colorado River of the West.” [Sharp turn in river with rapids]
.392 – Galloway in the rapid Powell named “Hell’s Half Mile.” [Boat and oarsman in the midst of running whitewater rapid]
.393 – Lower end of same rapid. [Large boulders and whitewater]
.394 – Sharp flexure at end of Lodore. [River, weathered canyon walls]
.395 – Echo Rock just below. [Rapids beside vertical canyon wall]
.396 – Echo Rock seen end-on. [Large canyon rock in background, boat and oarsman floating river in front]
.397 – Trout caught in Jones Creek in half a day. [Several dozen trout laid on beach in front of large kettle]
.398 – Whirlpool Canyon. [Boats on shore at head of bend in river]
.399 – Jones Creek Canyon. [Talus slope, trees and brush at base of canyon]
.400 – Mouth of Whirlpool Canyon. [Wide river, curving to right curving through canyon]
.401 – Gateway of Split Mountain Canyon, distant view.
.402 – Gateway of Split Mountain Canyon, near view. [Two wooden boats near shore on river]
.403 – Castellated Crags in Split Mountain Canyon. [Tops of canyon walls shaped like castles]
.404 – Mouth of Split Rock Canyon. [Rapids at bend in river between canyon walls]
.405 – Looking back at Split Mountain from Ashley Valley.
.406 – Lone Butte, Ashley Valley. [Pyramid-shaped dome reflected in river, sandy shoreline with erosion]
.407 – Desolation Canyon, Sumners Amphitheater. [Curving canyon wall reflected in river with tree-lined bank]
.408 – Desolation Canyon, Sumners Amphitheater. [Same spot as previous picture, different angle]
.409 – Desolation Canyon, Sumners Amphitheater. [Same spot as previous picture, different angle]
.410 – Desolation Canyon, Sumners Amphitheater. [Three wooden boats on river going through canyon.]
.411 – Desolation Canyon, Sumners Amphitheater. Long rapid full of rocks. [Wooden boats going through rapids]
.412 – Desolation Canyon, Sumners Amphitheater. Closer view of waves. [Large standing waves at river rapids]
.413 – Rapid at end of Desolation Canyon. [Large standing wave and several holes in river rapids]
.414 – In Gray Canyon. [Smooth water moving through canyon]
.415 – Gunnison Butte at end of Gray Canyon. [Large butte with cliffs and talus]
.416 – Looking back at Book Cliffs from below Gray Canyon. [River with gravel bars and cliffs in background]
.417 – Anvil Butte, Head of Labyrinth Canyon. [Large anvil-shaped rock formation above river]
.418 – Stillwater Canyon. [Wooden boat in river near base of cliff]
.419 – Junction of Green and Grand Rivers which form the Colorado.
.420 – Butte of the Cross, this should precede [previous picture]. [Rock formation that resembles a cross]
.421 – Upper end of Cataract Canyon. [Rapids at narrow portion of river]
.422 – Head of rapid #24 Cataract Canyon. [Series of large waves]
.423 – Head of rapid #33 Cataract Canyon. [Rocks and large waves at narrow spot in canyon]
424 – Mouth of Dark Canyon which comes into Cataract from the east. [Side canyon with jumble of rock and vegetation]
425 – Cataract Canyon just above rapid #55. [Three boats and oarsmen ashore at smooth water section of canyon]
426 – Near upper end of Glen Canyon.
427 – Near lower end of Glen Canyon.
428 – Lower end of Glen Canyon showing Vermillion Cliffs in background.
429 – Great reef which divides Glen Canyon from Marble Canyon. [Three boats with boatmen at camp on shore]
430 – Marble Canyon above Soap Creek. [Two boatmen rowing down river]
431 – Head of Soap Creek Rapid. [Large, muddy rapids]
432 – Marble Canyon. [Narrow stretch of calm river]
433 – Marble Canyon Deubendorff in rapid #27. [Boatman paddling through large rapids]
434 – Marble Canyon looking upstream from Rapid #29.
435 – Marble Canyon above rapid 43.
436 – Grand Canyon at mouth of Little Colorado.
437 – First Camp in Grand Canyon at Big Iron dike. [Man standing beside campfire at campsite]
438 – South wall of Grand Canyon at Big Iron dike.
439 – Where Granite comes up Grand Canyon.
440 – Head of Sockdologer Rapid, Grand Canyon.
441 – In Sockdologer Rapid, Grand Canyon. [Series of large waves, boulders, and holes at rapids]
442 – [Newspaper clipping, untitled article regarding Arthur Eide]
443 – In Rapid 38. [Churning waves over large boulders in section of rapids]
444 – Mouth of stream from Surprise Valley reaching Grand Canyon 10 miles or so above Kanab-Wash (this should follow [.456])
445 – [Boys Town certificate awarded to Arthur Eide]
446 – [Newspaper clipping, about Arthur Eide, one of the founders of the Cook Inlet Historical Society]
447 – Rapid No. 110 Grand Canyon.
448 – Below No. 110 Grand Canyon. [Boat docked on shore]
449 – [Newspaper clipping regarding Arthur Eide’s lecture about years in Alaska]
450 – Camp #46 [Four men gathered around campfire next to canyon walls]
451 – Upstream from Camp #46, noon camp, Grand Canyon
452 – [Newspaper clipping, poem entitled “The Typhoid Scourge at Nome.”]
453 – [Unknown location on the river]
454 – Narrow walls, Grand Canyon.
455 – [Newspaper clippings regarding Shriners and associates of Mr. Eide]
456 – Two miles below [Camp #46?] in Grand Canyon.
457 – Rapid #128. Grand Canyon [Boulders, standing waves, hole along rapids]
458 – [Newspaper clipping regarding Mr. Eide’s colleague, Carl J. Lomen]
460 – Below Cataract Creek. Grand Canyon. [Boat tied up at shore]
.461 – [Church bulletin from West Side Christian Church, San Francisco]
.463 – Lava Falls. Grand Canyon. [Rapids moving through large boulder field]
.466 – Throat of old volcano in north wall of Grand Canyon.
.467 – [Newspaper clipping entitled, “Whale Hunting with the Eskimos…”]
.468 – Wall of lava on north side—Grand Canyon. [Columnar rock formation of basalt on canyon wall]
.469 – Looking downstream from below rapid #147.
.471 – Noon camp at Diamond Creek—compare this with illustration opposite page 100, “Colorado Exploring Expedition” by Lieut. J.C. Ives (Gov’t Printing Office 1861). [Three men on shore with gear]
.472 – Looking upstream from rapid 185 Grand Canyon.
.473–.475 – [Newspaper clippings in Norwegian language]
.476 – Looking upstream above rapid 192 Grand Canyon.
.477 – Head of rapid 193.
.478 – Lower end of lava flow Grand Canyon.
.479 – Near lower end of Grand Canyon.
.480 – Last camp in Grand Canyon. [Two wooden boats ashore at rocky beach, one with person in vessel]
.481 – Looking out of Grand Canyon. [Two dories with oarsmen paddling the river]
.483 – Looking back at mouth of Grand Canyon.
.484 – Mouth of Grand Wash.
.487 – [Newspaper clipping] Woman Rescued in Frigid Zone. Survivor of Arctic Trip is In City. [Story about Ada Blackjack]
.488 – Part of great Grand-Wash flexure.
.489 – Conglomerate butte above Virgin River.
.492 – Abandoned ferry at mouth of Virgin River. [Buildings in background on shore of river]
.493 – Just below mouth of Virgin River. [Large boulder in midst of river]
.495 – Boulder Canyon. [Two men row boats down river in canyon]
.496 – Ruins of old Callville. [River with abandoned buildings on shore in background]
.500 – [Newspaper clipping] Pro-Gruening Flight Leaves City Tomorrow.
.501 – Black Canyon. Compare this with illustration opposite page 80, “Colorado Exploring Expedition” by Lieut. J.C. Ives (Gov’t Printing Office 1861).
.502 – Where last camp was made in California about 1400 miles (as the river flows) below Green River Station, Wyo.
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